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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

TAENITE AEEINTT TAENITE -S, nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 

TAGETES AEEGSTT GESTATE, TAGETES, flowering plant [n TAGETES] 

TAGINES AEGINST EASTING, EATINGS, GENISTA, INGATES, INGESTA, SEATING, TAGINES, TEASING, TAGINE, tajine (earthenware Moroccan cooking pot) [n] 

TAHINAS AAHINST SHAITAN, TAHINAS, TAHINA, tahini (paste of sesame seeds) [n] 

TAJINES AEIJNST TAJINE, earthenware Moroccan cooking pot [n] 

TALBOTS ABLOSTT TALBOT, large dog of extinct breed [n] 

TALCIER ACEILRT ARTICLE, RECITAL, TALCIER, TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TANGOES AEGNOST ONSTAGE, TANGOES, TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TAPINGS AGINPST PASTING, TAPINGS, TAPING, act or instance of recording something on magnetic tape [n] 

TAPLESS AELPSST PASTELS, STAPLES, TAPLESS, lacking tap (device to stop flow of liquid or gas) [adj] 

TARTUFI AFIRTTU TARTUFO, Italian ice-cream dessert [n] 

TARTUFO AFORTTU TARTUFO -S, Italian ice-cream dessert [n -FI, -S] 

TAXISES AEISSTX TAXIS, restoration of displaced bones or organs by pressure [n] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT TATHATA -S, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TEENDOM DEEMNOT TEENDOM -S, DEMETON, TEENDOM, teenagers collectively [n -S] 

TEEVEES EEEESTV TEEVEE, television [n] 

TEGULAE AEEGLTU TEGULA, flat roof tile used in ancient Rome [n] 

TELOGEN EEGLNOT TELOGEN -S, hair growth period [n -S]  

TENNESI EEINNST INTENSE, TENNESI, TENNIES, TENNE, monetary unit of Turkmenistan [n] 

TEPACHE ACEEHPT TEPACHE -S, Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n -S] 

TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERETES EEERSTT TEETERS, TERETES, TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERROIR EIORRRT TERROIR -S, combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n -S] 

TETROSE EEORSTT TETROSE -S, ROSETTE, TETROSE, sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n -S] 

TEXTERS EERSTTX TEXTER, one that texts (to send message from one cell phone to another) [n] 

TEXTING EGINTTX TEXT, to send message from one cell phone to another [v] 

THETRIS EHIRSTT HITTERS, SHITTER, THETRIS, TITHERS, THETRI, tetri (monetary unit of Republic of Georgia) [n]  

THONGED DEGHNOT THONG, to flog with whip [v] 

THRASHY AHHRSTY characteristic of style of fast, loud, punk-rock music [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

THYMOMA AHMMOTY THYMOMA -S, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n -S, -TA] 

TIGNONS GINNOST STONING, TIGNONS, TIGNON, piece of cloth worn as headdress in Louisiana [n] 

TINSELY EILNSTY tinselly (cheaply gaudy) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TITCHES CEHISTT S- TITCHES, TITCH, small amount [n] 

TITCHIE CEHIITT TITCHIE -R, titchy (very small) [adj -R, -ST] 

TOADLET ADELOTT TOADLET -S, TOADLET, TOTALED, small toad [n -S] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

TOERAGS AEGORST GAROTES, ORGEATS, STORAGE, TOERAGS, TOERAG, contemptible person [n] 

TOGROGS GGOORST TOGROG, tugrik (monetary unit of Mongolia) [n]  

TOODLED DDELOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOODLES DELOOST STOOLED, TOLEDOS, TOODLES, TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLSET ELOOSTT TOOLSET -S, TOOLSET, TOOTLES, set of tools [n -S] 

TORPEFY EFOPRTY to make sluggish [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TORQUEY EOQRTUY providing force to cause rotation [adj -UIER, -UIEST] 

TORUSES EORSSTU ESTROUS, OESTRUS, OUSTERS, SOUREST, SOUTERS, STOURES, TORUSES, TUSSORE, TORUS, large convex molding [n] 

TOSTONE ENOOSTT TOSTONE -S, TESTOON, TOSTONE, Mexican dish of fried plantains [n -S] 

TOTTIES EIOSTTT TOTTY, sexually desirable woman [n] 
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TOUPIES EIOPSTU PITEOUS, TOUPIES, TOUPIE, round boneless smoked ham [n] 

TOUTONS NOOSTTU TOUTON, deep-fried round of bread dough [n] 

TOYLAND ADLNOTY TOYLAND -S, toy industry [n -S] 

TOYTOWN NOOTTWY TOYTOWN -S, small model of town [n -S] 

TRANKED ADEKNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT TRANNIE -S, ENTRAIN, TRANNIE, tranny (transmission) [n -NIES] 

TRICITY CIIRTTY area that comprises three adjoining independent cities [n -TIES] 

TRIFFID DFFIIRT TRIFFID -S, fictional predatory plant [n -S] 

TRIGAMY AGIMRTY crime of being married to three people at once [n -MIES] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT TRIMPOT -S, small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 

TRIALED ADEILRT DILATER, REDTAIL, TRAILED, TRIALED, TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIPMAN AIMNPRT man hired to work on trip [n -S] 

TRIPMEN EIMNPRT TRIPMAN, man hired to work on trip [n] 

TRIVIUM IIMRTUV TRIVIUM -S, group of studies in medieval schools [n -VIA, -S] 

TRUNCAL ACLNRTU affecting trunk (central part) of body [adj] 

TRUTHER EHRRTTU TRUTHER -S, type of conspiracy theorist [n -S]  

TUGHRIK GHIKRTU TUGHRIK -S, tugrik (monetary unit of Mongolia) [n -S] 

TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n] 

TUGRIKS GIKRSTU TUGRIK, monetary unit of Mongolia [n] 

TUNINGS GINNSTU TUNING, act of adjusting musical instrument to correct pitch [n] 

TUNKETS EKNSTTU TUNKET, hell [n] 

TURNIPY INPRTUY TURNIP, edible plant root [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

TUSKIER EIKRSTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TWEENIE EEEINTW TWEENIE -S, person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWERKED DEEKRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

TWISTOR IORSTTW TWISTOR -S, complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n -S] 

TWIZZLE EILTWZZ TWIZZLE -S, maneuver in figure skating [n -S] 

TWONESS ENOSSTW state of being two [n -ES] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY TYCHISM -S, CHYMIST, TYCHISM, proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

TABBINGS ABBGINST S- TABBINGS, STABBING, TABBINGS, TABBING, use of tab key on keyboard [n] 

TABLINGS ABGILNST BLASTING, STABLING, TABLINGS, TABLING, setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n] 

TAENIOID ADEIINOT IDEATION, IODINATE, TAENIOID, TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [adj] 

TAENITES AEEINSTT ANISETTE, TAENITES, TEANIES, TETANISE, TAENITE, nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT TAILHOOK -S, hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILSPUN AILNPSTU NUPTIALS, TAILSPUN, UNPLAITS, TAILSPIN, to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

TALCIEST ACEILSTT LATTICES, TALCIEST, TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALCUMED ACDELMTU TALCUM, to treat with powder made from talc [v] 

TALKFEST AEFKLSTT TALKFEST -S, gabfest (informal gathering for general talk) [n -S] 

TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLITOT -H, TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]  

TAMPINGS AGIMNPST STAMPING, TAMPINGS, TAMPING, act of packing down by tapping [n] 

TANTRIST AINRSTTT TANTRIST -S, adherent of tantrism (school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements) [n -S] 

TAPETUMS AEMPSTTU TAPETUM, layer of cells in some plants [n] 

TAPIROID ADIIOPRT nocturnal hoofed animal [n -S] 

TARABISH AABHIRST type of card game [n -ES] 
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TARTUFOS AFORSTTU TARTUFO, Italian ice-cream dessert [n] 

TASTINGS AGINSSTT TASTING, gathering for sampling wines or foods [n] 

TATHATAS AAAHSTTT TATHATA, ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n] 

TAYBERRY ABERRTYY dark red fruit that is cross between blackberry and raspberry [n -RIES] 

TEARLIKE AEEIKLRT resembling tear [adj] 

TECHNOID CDEHINOT TECHNOID -S, technician [n -S] 

TEENDOMS DEEMNOST DEMETONS, TEENDOMS, TEENDOM, teenagers collectively [n] 

TELECINE CEEEILNT TELECINE -S, broadcasting of movie on television [n -S] 

TELECOMM CEELMMOT TELECOMM -S, telecommunication [n -S] 

TELEWORK EEKLORTW to work at home using electronic linkup with central office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELICITY CEIILTTY quality of being telic (directed toward goal) [n -TIES] 

TELOGENS EEGLNOST TELOGEN, hair growth period [n]   

TENORINI EIINNORT TENORINO, high tenor [n] 

TENORINO EINNOORT high tenor [n -NI] 

TENORMAN AEMNNORT ORNAMENT, TENORMAN, person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

TENORMEN EEMNNORT TENORMAN, person who plays tenor saxophone [n] 

TENTPOLE EELNOPTT TENTPOLE -S, big-budget movie whose high earnings are intended to offset cost of less profitable ones [n -S] 

TEPACHES ACEEHPST CHEAPEST, TEPACHES, TEPACHE, Mexican drink made with pineapple, brown sugar, and water [n] 

TERMINER EEIMNRRT TERMINER -S, type of court in some states [n -S] 

TERRASSE AEERRSST ASSERTER, REASSERT, SERRATES, TERRASES, TERRASSE, paved area outside French cafe [n TERRASSE] 

TERROIRS EIORRRST TERROIR, combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n] 

TERZETTI EEIRTTTZ TERZETTO, vocal or instrumental trio [n] 

TERZETTO EEORTTTZ TERZETTO -S, vocal or instrumental trio [n -TTI, -S] 

TESSERAL AEELRSST RESLATES, STEALERS, TEARLESS, TESSERAL, TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [adj] 

TESTINGS EGINSSTT SETTINGS, TESTINGS, TESTING, act of evaluating one by examination [n] 

TETROSES EEORSSTT ROSETTES, TETROSES, TETROSE, sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n] 

THANEDOM ADEHMNOT THANEDOM -S, METHADON, THANEDOM, domain of thane [n -S] 

THAWINGS AGHINSTW SWATHING, THAWINGS, THAWING, melting of frozen substance [n] 

THEANINE AEEHINNT THEANINE -S, beneficial amino acid [n -S]  

THEMSELF EEFHLMST person of unspecified sex [pron] 

THEREOUT EEHORTTU out of that [adv] 

THINGIES EGHIINST HEISTING, NIGHTIES, THINGIES, THINGY, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

THONGIER EGHINORT OTHERING, THONGIER, THONGY, resembling item of clothing made from narrow strip of fabric [adj] 

THONGING GGHINNOT THONG, to flog with whip [v] 

THYMOMAS AHMMOSTY THYMOMA, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n] 

TIBIALES ABEIILST SIBILATE, TIBIALES, TIBIALIS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

TIBIALIS ABIIILST muscle in calf of leg [n -LES] 

TICKLACE ACCEIKLT TICKLACE -S, type of small seabird [n -S] 

TICKLIER CEIIKLRT TICKLY, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIDELINE DEEIILNT TIDELINE -S, line on shore marking highest point of tide [n -S] 

TITCHIER CEHIIRTT TITCHIE, titchy (very small) [adj] / TITCHY [adj] 

TOADLETS ADELOSTT TOADLET, small toad [n] 

TOECLIPS CEILOPST TOECLIP, device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n] 

TOLEWARE AEELORTW TOLEWARE -S, objects made of elaborately decorated sheet metal [n -S] 

TOLLINGS GILLNOST TOLLING, collecting of tolls [n] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY TOMMYCOD -S, tomcod (marine fish) [n -S] 
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TONIFIED DEFIINOT NOTIFIED, TONIFIED, TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TONIFIES EFIINOST NOTIFIES, TONIFIES, TONIFY, to give tone to [v] 

TOODLING DGILNOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLPUSH HLOOPSTU worker who directs drilling on oil rig [n -ES] 

TOOLSETS ELOOSSTT TOOLSET, set of tools [n] 

TOPICALS ACILOPST CAPITOLS, COALPITS, TOPICALS, TOPICAL, postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n] 

TOPWATER AEOPRTTW floating on or near top of water [adj] 

TOQUILLA AILLOQTU TOQUILLA -S, palmlike plant of South America [n -S] 

TORCHLIT CHILORTT lighted by torches (poles with burning end) [adj] 

TORQUIER EIOQRRTU TORQUEY, providing force to cause rotation [adj] 

TORTELLI EILLORTT TORTELLI -S, small stuffed pasta [n TORTELLI, -S] 

TOSTONES ENOOSSTT TESTOONS, TOSTONES, TOSTONE, Mexican dish of fried plantains [n] 

TOWNSITE EINOSTTW TOWNSITE -S, site of town [n -S] 

TOWNWARD ADNORTWW toward town [adv] 

TOYLANDS ADLNOSTY TOYLAND, toy industry [n] 

TOYTOWNS NOOSTTWY TOYTOWN, small model of town [n] 

TRACKBED ABCDEKRT TRACKBED -S, roadbed for railroad [n -S] 

TRACTRIX ACIRRTTX mathematical curve [n -ICES] 

TRADINGS ADGINRST TRADING, action of exchanging commodities [n] 

TRANKING AGIKNNRT TRANK, to tranquilize [v] 

TREELINE EEEILNRT TREELINE -S, limit north of which trees do not grow [n -S] 

TREMBLOR BELMORRT TREMBLOR -S, earth tremor [n -S] 

TREMORED DEEMORRT TREMOR, to undergo shaking or quivering [v] 

TRENDIFY DEFINRTY to make something trendy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TRESSING EGINRSST STINGERS, TRESSING, TRIGNESS, TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRIACTOR ACIORRTT TRIACTOR -S, trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRIALING AGIILNRT RINGTAIL, TRAILING, TRIALING, TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIALIST AIILRSTT TRIALIST -S, person who participates in test of something [n -S] 

TRIALLED ADEILLRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

TRIASSIC ACIIRSST of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

TRIFFIDS DFFIIRST TRIFFID, fictional predatory plant [n] 

TRILBIED BDEIILRT TRILBY, soft felt hat [adj] 

TRIMPOTS IMOPRSTT TRIMPOT, small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TRIVIUMS IIMRSTUV TRIVIUM, group of studies in medieval schools [n] 

TROLLISH HILLORST resembling troll (mythological dwarf) [adj] 

TROUTING GINORTTU TROUTING -S, TROUTING, TUTORING, activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

TRUNKING GIKNNRTU system of electrical or telephone lines [n -S] 

TRUTHERS EHRRSTTU THRUSTER, TRUTHERS, TRUTHER, type of conspiracy theorist [n]  

TSURISES EIRSSSTU TSURIS, series of misfortunes [n] 

TUBEWELL BEELLTUW TUBEWELL -S, water well in which long steel tube is bored into underground aquifer [n -S] 

TUBULARS ABLRSTUU TUBULAR, completely enclosed bicycle tire [n] 

TUCHISES CEHISSTU CUSHIEST, TUCHISES, TUCHIS, tuchus (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

TUCHUSES CEHSSTUU TUCHUS, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

TUCKINGS CGIKNSTU TUCKING, series of stitched folds in garment [n] 

TUGHRIKS GHIKRSTU TUGHRIK, tugrik (monetary unit of Mongolia) [n] 

TUPPINGS GINPPSTU TUPPING, act of ram copulating with ewe [n] 
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TURNCOCK CCKNORTU TURNCOCK -S, employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TUSKIEST EIKSSTTU TUSKY, having tusks [adj] 

TWEEDILY DEEILTWY TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adv] 

TWERKING EGIKNRTW TWERK, to dance in particular style originating in New Orleans [v]  

TWERPIER EEIPRRTW TWERPY, resembling twerp (small, impudent person) [adj] 

TWISTORS IORSSTTW TWISTOR, complex variable in descriptions of space-time [n] 

TWITTISH HIISTTTW silly, foolish [adj] 

TWIZZLES EILSTWZZ TWIZZLE, maneuver in figure skating [n] 

TYCHISMS CHIMSSTY CHYMISTS, TYCHISMS, TYCHISM, proposition that chance is operative in universe [n] 

TYROPITA AIOPRTTY TYROPITA -S, pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S] 

TZATZIKI AIIKTTZZ TZATZIKI -S, dish of yogurt with cucumber, garlic, and sometimes mint [n -S] 

TZEDAKAH AADEHKTZ TZEDAKAH -S, charitable giving as moral obligation among Jews [n -S] 

TZURISES EIRSSTUZ TZURIS, tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n] 
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